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Introduction and summary

The fundamental challenge in health reform is to reduce the growth rate of health care costs. If annual cost increases can be lowered, then workers’ incomes will increase, labor market distortions will decline, and government budgets will move closer to balance. If we cannot “bend the curve” of increasing health care costs, then we will not be able to afford our current commitments to Medicare, Medicaid, and the State Children’s Health Insurance Program, let alone the cost of covering the 45 million uninsured Americans.

The enormity of the challenge is widely recognized. So too are the fundamental ideas about how the problem should be met. These widely accepted solutions include bringing health care into the information age, reforming health insurance markets, and learning what works and which health care providers are better at what they do. Reform will also require reorienting payments away from fee-for-service every time a patient visits a doctor, checks out of a hospital or is prescribed a battery of clinical tests. Health reform instead must move us toward value-based systems that pay for entire episodes of care, stressing prevention and not just acute treatment.

Based on a wide array of research, our best guess is that fundamental health system reform involving just three of these strategies will lead to federal savings of about $550 billion over the next decade. First, investments in health information technology and other types of health care-provider infrastructure could bring direct federal savings of $196 billion between 2010 and 2019, primarily through administrative simplification and the more productive use of time by physicians and nurses.

Second, creating insurance “exchanges,” local or national organizations designed to act as clearinghouses for health insurance policies, could foster competition and drive down administrative costs for individual and small group policies. We estimate these reduced costs could bring in additional federal revenues of $64 billion over the next 10 years.

Finally, payment system reforms based on the idea that quality care should be rewarded rather than just more and more expensive care would create incentives to improve quality and efficiency. This could save the federal government $299 billion over this period, primarily by reducing the frequency and intensity of hospitalizations.

These three sets of policies together would yield overall system savings of $1.5 trillion over the coming decade, which is consistent with the goals outlined recently by health industry
leaders and with the president’s budget released earlier this year. When combined with reductions in existing overpayments—and with other promising policy innovations that we discuss throughout the paper—they have the potential to yield hundreds of billions of dollars more over the next decade and beyond.

Yet challenges remain. Some health policy experts are skeptical that the will exists in Congress to legislate real changes. The Congressional Budget Office’s scores, which Congress relies on to gauge how effective particular policies will be, are low for some individual health reforms, reflecting the fact that isolated policies can’t be expected to bring systemwide savings. Recognizing this, observers have asked for more specifics about how President Barack Obama’s pledge during the presidential campaign to save Americans $2,500 per family on their health care costs could be achieved.

Our analysis in this paper shows how a critical set of reforms can achieve these savings goals. We first lay out the two potential means for achieving savings—by cutting waste and inefficiency out of the “base” of current health care spending and by aligning incentives to encourage the growth of only effective health care services. We then discuss how other industries have achieved efficiency gains and the specific policies that experts agree can bring cost savings.

In the second half of the paper, we present evidence about the quantitative impact of these types of policies taken together. We sum up each section with a discussion of related strategies that have promise but to which we have not assigned savings estimate in an effort to be evidence-based and conservative in our calculations.
The potential for cost savings

Two sorts of savings are possible in health care. The first is eliminating waste and inefficiency. The most commonly cited estimate is that 30 percent of the money spent on medical care does not buy care worth its cost. Medicare costs per capita in Minneapolis, for example, are about half those in Miami, yet Miami does not have better health outcomes. International comparisons yield the same conclusion. Indeed, even the 30 percent estimate might understate possible savings, since care is not delivered with perfect efficiency even in the country’s low-cost areas.

Second, reform might stimulate cost-reducing innovation instead of the continuous cost increases that accompany current innovation. For nearly 20 years, scholars have argued that generous reimbursement policies for medical care have led to innovations that almost always increase health care costs. Changing that dynamic by investing in research about what works and rewarding health care providers who choose efficient treatments could have a dramatic effect on cost growth. Over the next few decades, these two forms of cost savings will interact, but each is important.

Reducing costs by 30 percent will take time and effort, but it is not inconceivable over the long term. Experience in the health care sector and other industries suggests that cost reductions on the order of 1.5-to-2.0 percentage points per year are within reach. This is consistent with what the health industry interest groups, including the American Medical Association, America’s Health Insurance Plans, and the American Hospital Association, committed to President Obama and the president’s promise on the campaign trial to reduce costs by $2,500 per family. A reduction of this magnitude would lower total medical spending by more than $2 trillion and save the federal government nearly $600 billion over 10 years.

Because the medical system is so large and growing, however, these 10-year savings are not an immense part of total spending. Medical costs are expected to total $2.5 trillion in 2009, and grow by 6.2 percent annually over the next decade. The health care industry group pledge to reduce the annual rate of growth by 1.5 percentage points for the next decade will reduce projected spending by just 8 percent. And even with these changes, medical spending will still grow when adjusted for inflation and the aging of the population. The United States will still spend much more than other countries on medical care.
Keys to improved efficiency

Research on other industries provides a guide to how productivity might be improved. From the mid-1970s through the mid-1990s, productivity growth in the vast bulk of U.S. businesses was low, averaging just over 1 percentage point annually. Beginning in 1995, however, productivity growth increased substantially, averaging 2.5 percentage points annually between 1995 and 2008. The difference is about 1.5 percentage points—again, exactly the productivity improvement goal we anticipate through health care reform. The task for health reformers is to foster a similar productivity revolution in medicine. Three elements were instrumental in other industries’ rapid productivity growth:9

- **Better information.** No industry has ever become more efficient without knowing what it was doing. In health care, we know very little about what is done, what ought to be done, and which health care providers are better or worse at providing care.

- **Appropriate compensation arrangements.** A hallmark of high-productivity industries is that employee compensation is aligned with producing value. In health care, compensation is generally based on doing more, not doing better.

- **Empowering people to make decisions.** When the right information is present and employees’ financial interest are aligned with that of their company as a whole, empowering people to make changes sets in motion a process of continuous quality improvement. In health care, there is little ability for individual actors to make systemic changes.

The experience of the Veterans Administration health system demonstrates these points. The VA was able to hold down cost increases and improve quality markedly through the deployment of information systems, by improving financial arrangements, and by empowering regional managers to make decisions.10 Other integrated health care systems, such as Geisinger Health System in Pennsylvania and Kaiser Permanente in California, have done the same, investing in technology, realigning payments and incentives for their employees, and allowing individual employees the freedom to make changes.

Similarly, Medicare’s value-based purchasing initiative and the state of North Carolina’s Community Care Program are saving money while improving health care. All of these public- and private-sector initiatives demonstrate that it is possible for government programs to partner with innovative health care providers, sharing savings with them in mutually beneficial pilot programs.11

We also learn from failures as well as successes. There are health care institutions that have spent large sums on health IT with zero or even negative returns; some health IT reforms made matters worse and had to be uninstalled. The reason for the failures: lack of organizational changes.12
The way doctors and hospitals practice medicine is more important than the tools they use. Health information technology must both work within organizational cultures and change them. Most IT-driven disease management programs, for example, did not succeed in generating cost savings because they targeted only the patient side of the care equation and failed to substantially change incentives or enhance the information available to doctors, hospitals and clinics. And payment-system changes made in the absence of information on quality outcomes have had unintended consequences. Now that we’ve learned these lessons, we can design better systems to save money.

The closest parallels in private industry make the same point. Retail trade is a clear example. Companies traditionally sold items to individuals on a personal contact basis with high administrative costs and haphazard quality—a description that could easily be applied to our health care system today. In the mid-1990s, however, that changed. Several things happened to the industry, but a few stand out:

- Better access to information, especially through the use of the Internet.
- Financial incentives such as compensation based on sales performance.
- Human resource changes such as decentralizing decision-making authority.

The result was a surge in productivity.

Health care will need changes in each of these three areas, too. Health care providers and those who pay for health care—the government, insurance companies and patients—need to use health information in more dynamic ways. Health care compensation arrangements must change to focus on quality care. And patients and all types of health care providers need to be empowered to make decisions that improve quality care.

Fortunately, there is a good deal of agreement about the components of reform. To provide some context for this analysis, we summarize several recent proposals for cost savings on the health-care-provider side of the equation: A recent survey of health care opinion leaders conducted by the Commonwealth Fund; proposals released by the Senate Finance Committee; and proposals from MedPAC. Table 1 summarizes these policy proposals.
Health Reforms that Work
Consensus reforms affecting health care providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Majority in health opinion leaders survey</th>
<th>Senate Finance Committee</th>
<th>MedPAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging health information technology use</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative effectiveness research</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving quality measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment system reforms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundled payments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital readmissions and post-acute bundling</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment for transitional care activities</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode-based payment/moving away from fee-for-service</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountable care organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving primary and chronic care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary care and general surgery bonus</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic care management #</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrating performance into payment</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: # includes proposed CMS Chronic Care Management Innovation Center, “Medical homes”, and related proposals.

In the sections below we describe these strategies and how much they might bring in savings, provide examples of successful model programs where they exist, and discuss the amount of time needed to implement the strategy. We also discuss the potential of other strategies in each area that might bring further savings, but about which there is less consensus. These include strategies oriented toward patients and disease prevention and wellness.
Reforming health care’s information-intensive infrastructure

Health care is the most information-intensive industry in the economy, but it uses information technology less intensively and is organized less effectively than almost any other sector of the economy. This fact is a major contributor to the enormous divergence between what is possible with modern medical care and what is actually delivered to patients.

How can we improve our health care infrastructure to generate savings? Investments in health information technology are the first need. In a summary of the potential of health IT, the RAND Corporation estimated $77 billion per year net savings if electronic medical records were fully adopted. We also take that as our goal, assuming that potential can be realized over the course of a decade.

We start by backing out areas where subsequent studies suggest the RAND estimates were too optimistic. We then add in additional savings from more recent studies showing possible savings in interactions between physicians and insurers, and in the reduced time spent on documentation that could come with voice recognition software and links between medical equipment and electronic medical records, all which we will detail below. We assume that 90 percent of these savings are realized by 2019, consistent with the CBO estimate. Finally, we net out the savings from health IT that the Congressional Budget Office has already accounted for.

The result of these infrastructure changes is a federal saving of $196 billion in the next decade. Some savings will flow into practices and hospitals directly from IT investments. These include allowing a physician to enter notes about a patient’s condition and care directly into a computerized record, thus eliminating or substantially reducing the need for clerical staff to physically pull medical charts from office files. Health IT and administrative simplification will also free up physician and nurse time for more productive tasks.

Several more recent studies suggest the magnitude of these possible savings. A recent study of physicians and medical group administrators found that physicians spent on average 142 hours annually interacting with health plans—at an estimated annual cost to physician practices of $31 billion, or $68,274 on average per physician per year. Another new study found that 35 percent of nurses’ time in medical-surgical units was spent on documentation. Half or more of this spending could be easily reduced through current or likely future IT systems.

The result of these infrastructure changes is a federal saving of $196 billion in the next decade.
Case in point: A segment of administrative costs are attributable to pharmacy and formulary-related interactions—costs that could be reduced through administrative simplification via the ubiquitous use of information technology.\(^{19}\)

Another part of costs is associated with basic data entry: recording and transcribing notes, and inputting laboratory and physiological measures into systems. Advances in voice recognition software and computerized ways of transmitting the vital status of a patient into medical records would reduce these costs. Kaiser Permanente, for example, found that use of electronic records combined with organizational changes led to a 35-minute reduction in nursing time associated with transferring information at shift changes.\(^{20}\)

Thanks to recent legislation, savings associated with information technology should occur in the next few years. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act allocated more than $30 billion to spur the implementation of a national system of interoperable electronic medical records.\(^{21}\) As mentioned above, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that 90 percent of physicians will have adopted electronic records by 2019.\(^{22}\)

Furthermore, it would not be difficult to achieve savings from streamlining the administrative interactions between health care providers and public and private insurance plans. We would expect our estimated $196 billion in direct savings to starting accruing rapidly over the next five years.

---

**The wider potential of health care infrastructure and information technology**

Information technology should also allow clinicians to make better care decisions when they see patients, and allow other health care providers and researchers to gather the data needed to improve care processes. One study estimates savings of $22 billion in federal programs over the period 2009-2018 from e-prescribing alone, due to reductions in drug costs, adverse drug events, and better adherence.\(^{23}\) The Congressional Budget Office conservatively estimates savings of $7 billion to federal programs during the five-year period 2010-2014 resulting from reduced utilization of health care services related to health IT adoption, and notes that another $17 billion are possible if federal payments are adjusted downwards to reflect the efficiencies gained by providers.\(^{24}\)

Advanced imaging is an example of an area where there is a growing amount of evidence that it is overused and leads to the overuse of other services.\(^{25}\) Decision-support tools that display appropriateness criteria within the system used by physicians who order diagnostic imaging studies could lead to fewer, more targeted tests.\(^{26}\)

Health IT is valuable not just when doctors meet with patients at their offices, at a hospital or clinic but also when the information gathered during these visits can be collected and analyzed to understand what works. Many common medical practices have never been
evaluated in the situation they are used in, and even current consensus guidelines about what care to provide are often based on very little clinical evidence. Thus, a part of the national information infrastructure strategy must be invested in understanding what works.

One clear need is to pool information to learn about the effectiveness of different treatments. The Recovery Act allocated $1.1 billion to jumpstart comparative effectiveness research, but these funds run out in two years. A sustained investment is needed in order to generate savings down the line.

An additional benefit to gathering health care data electronically is the feedback on quality outcomes the data analysis can deliver to health insurance plans, hospitals, physician groups, and individual physicians. Many performance measures now exist that would be enhanced by better data. In fact, a recent publication from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, or CMS, notes that quality measures are available in settings accounting for 94 percent of medical spending. Just the timely reporting of quality information to providers could save money.

The performance of physicians, for example, seems to improve when lower-performing physicians are shown the record of their better-performing peers. Such quality information would have an even greater impact when coupled with payment changes and changes in the structure of practices.

In an effort to be conservative, we have not included in our estimate savings from these types of downstream effects of health IT on the decision-making of health care providers, comparative effectiveness data, and performance reporting—but such savings are also potentially large.
Market infrastructure: Insurance exchanges and administrative loads

Information technology is one form of infrastructure; setting up functioning markets is another. One tenet of reform is that individuals should have choice among insurance plans. If insurance “exchanges” were created, they could foster competition and drive down administrative costs for individual and small group policies. Insurance exchanges are local or national organizations designed to pool individuals and small companies into a common group and thus save on administrative and marketing expenses. We estimate these reduced costs could bring in additional federal revenues of $64 billion over the next 10 years.

How would these reforms be achieved? There is ample evidence that people are responsive to small differences in premiums when they choose which plans to enroll in. They also choose plans with higher quality when quality information is provided. The lack of competition in the health insurance market—especially for individuals and small companies—limits the potential for competition.

Health care administrative costs vary from 27 percent for small companies to 9 percent for large corporations, as a result of marketing and underwriting that are done separately for each company. The result is more than $100 billion spent on health insurance administration annually, or 12 percent of total spending. This total increases at the same rate as medical services, and is projected to do so in the future.

Creating insurance exchanges that allow individuals and small companies to have the choices that large corporations and their employees already enjoy could cut administrative costs substantially while preserving healthy competition between private insurers. For insurance pools to have this effect, however, there must be limits on the ability of insurers to underwrite firms individually—both inside and outside of exchanges.

We modeled the impact of these policies assuming that they cut administrative costs for all companies to the 9-percent level seen in medium-to-large corporations. These savings accrue to private payers, including insurers, businesses, and patients, with some savings coming to the federal government in the form of reduced tax exclusion. This would generate additional federal revenues of $64 billion in the next decade.
The wider potential of market infrastructure and health insurance exchanges

Greater competition in insurance might have a spillover effect to underlying medical costs as well. Cost increases in the managed-care era of the 1990s were 2 percentage points lower than otherwise expected as price-sensitive consumers pressured insurance plans to lower the prices they paid to health care providers. It is possible that prices could fall again from their current level, if there were additional insurance market competition. The magnitude of such savings is not clear, however, so they are not included in our savings estimates.
Payment systems reforms

Payment system reform is based on the idea that good care should be rewarded more than just more treatment and that reward structures should create incentives to improve quality and efficiency. While there are many avenues for payment reform that meet these criteria, our ‘best guess’ estimate is that they could save about 8 percent of projected spending over the next decade.

This is consistent with the overall savings achieved by the more successful groups studied to date, such as the Marshfield Clinic system in Wisconsin, Geisinger Health System in Pennsylvania, and Medicare’s Heart Bypass Center Demonstration Project in Atlanta, among others that we will examine below. These kinds of savings are also consistent with the theoretical analyses of what is feasible, as demonstrated by the Prometheus payment model and Geisinger’s ProvenCare, which we also examine below.

Such savings, however, would not be realized right away. We assume they would phase in over eight years starting in 2012, with a 1 percentage point lower growth rate each year. These reforms would lead to $299 billion in federal savings over the period 2010–2019.

Broadly speaking, payment reform mechanisms that might bring such savings fall into three categories: bundled payments; rewarding quality care by primary and chronic care providers; and pay for performance. We will examine each of these in turn.

Bundled payments

Bundled payments are related to treatment of a single medical problem involving multiple health care providers over a period of time that should come from the same pot of money. Many mistakes in medicine occur when there are handoffs between different health care providers. Information is not transmitted appropriately. Clinical procedures are not followed. And patients fall through the cracks. By bundling payments between different kinds of health care providers engaged in handoffs, payment reforms can encourage those providers to work more closely together.

Similarly, health care providers can make investments in preventing downstream complications and exacerbations through better management of chronically-ill patients and patient safety initiatives such as reduced infection rates in hospitals and fewer medication
errors. Bundling payments for episodes of care ensures that health care providers and patients alike benefit financially from the savings that accrue from these investments.

Viable options for bundling include bundling physician and hospital inpatient costs, putting together the acute and post-acute portions of care episodes in order to reduce hospital readmissions and churning of patients through post-acute care sites, and paying for high-cost chronic diseases as a whole. Medicare’s Heart Bypass Center Demonstration Project in the 1990s paid a single rate for physician and hospital inpatient services for coronary artery bypass graft surgeries. The project achieved savings of more than 15 percent per episode, and likely would have been renewed if CMS had not faced constraints due to Y2K problems and the difficulty of implementing the provisions of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997.39,40

Recent research documents that 20 percent of hospitalized Medicare patients are rehospitalized for the same or a related condition within 30 days, and that a majority of these rehospitalizations could have been prevented with good follow-up care.41 Those preventable hospitalizations cost approximately $12 billion per year—$12 billion that a well-designed payment system would allocate between government savings and the hospitals successfully reducing readmissions.

Geisinger Health System has one such system already in place for cardiac care. It includes preoperative care, the surgery and inpatient stay, and 90 days of follow-up care. The episode price is based on the cost of routine services plus an amount equal to half the average cost of complications.42

The Prometheus payment model43 prices out the typical costs of care for episodes and what portion of these episodes represent “potentially avoidable complications.”44 For conditions common in the elderly, such as joint replacements, heart attacks, congestive heart failure, and diabetes care, 14 percent to 70 percent of episode costs are potentially avoidable. A payment model that assumes half of these complications could be avoided and that half of any savings would be shared with health care providers would yield savings of as much as 10 percent per episode.45 State initiatives, including one in Minnesota, have created care bundles and expect health care providers to bid on prices for those bundles in 2010.46

Other options under discussion include more comprehensive payment bundles that would cover acute and post-acute care such as rehabilitation and home health services, which assist patients to recover after a hospitalization, and chronic care episodes. This latter kind of bundled payment would cover all care related to chronic disease over the period of a year.47 Payment models combining acute and post-acute care could build on initiatives to improve “transitional care” as patients move from hospitals to other settings which have proven effective in randomized trials and in multiple hospitals.48

In some medical settings, care can be bundled for the patient as a whole, for example by paying accountable organizations a fixed amount per member per month, varying only
with patient sickness and measured quality outcomes. Elliot Fisher and his colleagues at Dartmouth University estimate that such systems might cut cost growth by 1 percentage point per year for some time.49

A similar idea has been tested in the Medicare program, where large medical groups are offered opportunities to take responsibility for a defined population of patients to improve the quality and efficiency of care. Groups participating in the Medicare Physician Group Practice Demonstration, which are large, integrated organizations with electronic health records and other tools for coordinating and managing patient care, can share savings with CMS if they meet specific quality goals.50 The experiment has so far shown over $17 million in savings, and 4 of the 10 sites exceeded the 2 percent savings threshold in the second year of the program, making them eligible for bonus payments.51

Marshfield Clinic in Wisconsin, the most successful of the participating sites in this Medicare demonstration program, saved about 4.5 percent relative to its target rate by the end of the second year of the program.52 In addition, ramp-up periods are to be expected, so participants expect better results in later years of the program—especially as the groups learn from each other and as the cycle of feedback of results becomes faster.

Rewarding quality care by primary and chronic care providers

Better management of patients before diseases become acute could yield overall savings. And as much as three-quarters of medical spending is due to chronic disease. Quality care that helps prevent the onset of chronic diseases and manages chronic diseases effectively and efficiently upon the onset of a disease is an obvious avenue for lowering costs.53 Because primary care is often underused,54 these reforms generally increase pay for primary care and so-called “cognitive” care, which involves visits, patient evaluations, and care management and planning rather than tests and procedures. These kinds of payment increases are often accompanied by paying less for expensive tests and procedures.55

A closely related concept is the “medical home,” a model of health care delivery and payment reform that emphasizes the central role of primary care.56 Evidence about the impact of such reforms is promising. In addition to the Medicare Physician Group Project demonstration described above, Geisinger Health System’s medical homes initiative registered 7 percent total medical cost savings and a significant reduction in hospital admissions in pilot sites in the first year.57

The Medicare Coordinated Care Demonstration also shows promising signs. It involved 15 competitively awarded demonstration sites aiming to improve care for patients with chronic illnesses and reduced Medicare expenditures. A number of sites in that demonstration successfully contained costs by avoiding initial hospitalizations and rehospitalizations. Overall those sites appear to be able to save about $120 per member per month when they
target populations of patients with chronic illnesses—an amount consistent with a reduction of 15 percent of total inpatient costs.58

In addition, about two-thirds of Medicare spending is for patients with five or more chronic conditions. And a quarter of Medicare spending is for patients in their last year of life.59 Significant savings and improved care are possible for patients with serious illnesses and at the end of life as well. It is well known that in many cases, patient wishes for less intensive care or a dignified death in a home rather than a hospital setting are not followed.60

Comprehensive palliative care programs for patients with serious illnesses that seek to address these problems yield evidence of savings.61 One study shows a savings of $2,600 per hospital patient referred to a palliative care consultation program, even when restricted to the inpatient setting.62 Currently about 2 percent of admissions get a palliative consult of some kind, but up to 8 percent could benefit from one.63 The savings from this alone would be nearly $2 billion annually.64

Pay for performance

Pay-for-performance purchasing, sometimes referred to as value-based purchasing, is a method of adjusting fee-for-service payments to reflect the quality of the care provided. Performance-based payment is being used in a wide variety of ways around the country, including by many private insurers and in pilot programs within Medicare.65

Evidence on the impact of pay-for-performance on the quality of care and the cost of that care is mixed, reflecting the paucity of large experiments using these methods as well as the focus of these programs on quality improvements, not cost efficiency.66 Still, some findings are clear. Pay for performance can significantly improve the delivery of evidence-based care processes, which is not surprising since we know from experience with the Medicare fee schedule that rewarding some types of care more than others results in a shift in the services physicians and hospitals provide.67 For example, experts report that payment is more generous for physicians performing spinal injections for chronic pain than for spending time encouraging patients to undertake specific physical training or other self-management approaches.68

More research is needed to identify the set of process-and-outcome measures that could be targeted through pay for performance with the goal of improving not just quality but also efficiency. Savings are certainly possible through better chronic care management in outpatient settings and better practices on the inpatient side in hospitals and clinics.69 Additional work is also underway to identify a broad set of measures of overuse or inappropriate care that could also be targeted by pay-for-performance programs.
A multi-pronged strategy for payment reform

As the discussion of these avenues for payment reform makes clear, multiple approaches to payment reform may be appropriate. Almost a third of physicians, for example, still operate in one- or two-person practices.70 It would be difficult for these practices to be held accountable for quality and costs in the way that larger group practices are.71 In the interim, patients who rely on doctors in small office practices might be covered by a bundled payment for their acute and post-acute care. In these cases, their hospitals could receive incentives to set up transitional care programs, with other outpatient health care providers targeted for performance-based bonuses while they work toward putting together more integrated quality care systems. Many large physician practices could become medical homes or “accountable care organizations” over time, the latter of which would be responsible for most or all of the care patients receive, but they are not ready to do so now.72

In this way payment reforms and cost-sharing reforms could be implemented in some fashion very rapidly. Pay-for-performance models are available for bundled payments and medical home models, and existing measures of quality that physicians and hospitals are currently gathering on a voluntary basis could be incorporated into these new payment systems. Medicare can be the leader in promoting these new payment policies, which would encourage private insurers to adopt Medicare’s more innovative payment practices—as they have often done in the past.

To encourage health care providers to adopt these new payment policies, reforms must be made in existing Medicare payment mechanisms. In particular, inappropriate rewards for too many high-tech medical tests and services must be eliminated and replaced with rewards for efficient primary and chronic care.73 CMS can promote the rapid adoption of new, effective payment policies if given the authority to:

- Substantially expand pay-for-performance demonstrations.
- Rigorously and rapidly evaluate and report results.
- Offer health care providers new payment methods proven to be successful without seeking additional authority from Congress.

In these ways virtually all of the health care providers in Medicare could have a value-rewarding payment system in place within three to five years. The system would then need to evolve as better measures of performance are developed and government and providers learn about what works better and worse.

Ultimate savings from these reforms are difficult to assess, but experts suggest that savings on the order of 3 percent to 5 percent are feasible in the first few years. Most of these savings come through the relatively low-hanging fruit of preventing rehospitalizations and acute exacerbations of chronic conditions. Over time one would expect these savings to increase as more familiarity is gained with these new payment systems and providers work out the necessary infrastructure changes.74
Yet some programs may cost money to implement in the short term. Physician practices that gear up to become “medical homes,” for example, may need to make investments in hiring, training, and developing relationships with their referral network. In addition, savings from these programs will not simply accrue to the government or other payers such as health insurance companies. They must be shared with high-performing organizations to reward them for improvements and provide incentives for others to strive to improve quality. For these reasons, other observers have been correct to note that program design elements can have large effects on expected savings.75

However, looking at the high rates of preventable hospitalizations and numerous programs that have successfully brought down the number and intensity of inpatient admissions, the evidence shows that coupling better information systems with targeted programs of bundled payments for conditions that frequently lead to rehospitalizations could lead to significant savings over the medium term. Coupling such programs with rewards to deliver chronic care more effectively and thus avoid costly hospitalizations in the first place would achieve further savings over a 10-year horizon.

Some analysts question a portion of these savings, especially those related to the prevention of exacerbations and complications, on the grounds that short-run savings do not necessarily translate into lifetime savings.76 A diabetic who does not suffer a heart attack, for example, may develop Alzheimer’s disease later in life, requiring more costly care in total. But recent research discounts this viewpoint for a number of reasons.77 First, as discussed above, innovations in palliative care and chronic care management will bring down end-of-life costs as well. Further, as we discuss below, lifetime cost savings from prevention are possible. Not all prevention programs save money, of course, but enough do to make them worthwhile.

The wider potential of payment reform alongside prevention and consumer empowerment

Changes in consumer cost sharing would complement health care provider payment reforms and drive further change. It is well established that people use fewer services when cost sharing is higher.78 Giving health care providers financial incentives to promote prevention will be more successful if consumer cost sharing is oriented the same way. Value-based insurance is designed so that prevention and informed consumer choice can be encouraged by lowering copayments for care that is clearly appropriate and raising copays on care that is more discretionary.79

Such programs clearly save money, for example by encouraging patients to adhere to drug regimens for chronic diseases.80 Consumer choice may also be of use in the decision about which care to use and who to provide it if good information on price and quality of different providers are available.

Not all prevention programs save money, of course, but enough do to make them worthwhile.
Beyond price, there is a belief that technology or new kinds of medical personnel such as care coordinators or outreach workers can be used to encourage prevention. In preventing severe disease, for example, “high-touch” systems involving one-to-one interactions between patients and care coordinators seem to work well and save money, especially when integrated with health information technology. It may be that high-tech systems that feedback real-time information on patient status can ultimately do the same. This is an area where more experimentation would be extremely valuable.

Our focus on medical care reform also omits the importance of longer-term savings that might result from investments in community-oriented prevention. For instance, obesity adds significantly to the cost of health care, and so limiting obesity could save significant money. If obesity levels were the same today as they were in 1987 then we would spend an estimated $220 billion less on health care. Dana Goldman at RAND and his colleagues show that medical regimens that control hypertension and obesity have the potential to generate large savings for the Medicare program. Finally, investments in improving the health of specific populations of patients, such as school- or workplace-based interventions for people who are overweight or obese, at younger ages could also pay off.

We know some things about how to effect such changes. Raising prices on cigarettes, alcohol, and fatty foods, limiting where people can smoke, and being around peers who engage in healthier practices all limit unhealthy behaviors. The nonprofit group Trust for America’s Health recently compiled a set of recommendations for community-based health interventions and estimates that a package costing about $3 billion per year would save $16 billion per year within five years. These policies are properly part of health care reform, but as there is no clear consensus on how much they can save over the next decade we have not included direct savings from prevention in our estimates.

Finally, we have focused our attention on policies that would reduce costs by changing the way that medical care is paid for and delivered. There are many other possible savings avenues within the payment area, including those that would refine physician fees, combat fraud and abuse, and reform the Medicare Advantage program. These more traditional programmatic changes could be a source of immediate savings in Medicare.
Conclusion

Based on the existing health care research and analysis that we documented extensively in this paper, our best guess is that fundamental health system reform will lead to federal savings of about $550 billion over the next decade. When combined with other policies to reduce existing overpayments, these reforms would lead to overall savings in our health care system of close to 8 percent, or about $2 trillion over a decade. This is the amount of savings that leaders of the health care industry proposed to President Obama to help him achieve his campaign promises.

In addition, we believe that in many cases our estimates of federal savings are conservative. We have not included in our estimates any savings from informational or organizational changes in long-term care settings, such as reduced administrative expenses in nursing homes or home health agencies, better use of prescription drugs resulting from pharmaceutical payment reform, the use of comparative effectiveness research, or from prevention—even though each of these areas could yield tens of billions of dollars apiece in savings.

Even within the categories that we do project savings estimates, we have been conservative. We did not project any savings from health IT related to the reduced use of inpatient imaging services such as CT scans even though there is evidence their use has grown dramatically and perhaps inappropriately. And our projected savings from payment reform came solely from the reduction in the frequency and intensity of inpatient episodes, not from greater efficiencies in the outpatient setting.

We also did not project savings from payment reforms that are as high as some studies indicate they would be because we can’t assume these payment reforms will be implemented immediately, or be mandatory for health care providers from day one. In addition, the details of the structure of these payment reforms are critical, but they will likely change over time as health care providers and payers, including the government and private insurers, gain experience with new forms of medical care delivery.

Because of the need for ongoing refinement of policy, the type of reforms we consider highlight a central political-economy fact—the reforms we propose have a much better chance of success if changes can be made administratively as opposed to legislatively. Almost all changes in Medicare now have to be made through legislation. To ensure that
delivery system reform has the maximum impact on the cost and quality of medical care, Congress will need to set a direction for reform but try not to micromanage the process.

Finally, we have not discussed the implications of these reforms for health care quality, but we believe that they would also be substantial and favorable. Reducing administrative expenses will free up time of doctors and nurses to be with patients, leading to a better care experience. Preventing exacerbations and hospitalizations will improve the length and quality of life. In sum, by making the infrastructure, compensation, and organizational changes needed to improve the operation of medicine we can have a higher-quality, lower-cost medical care system.
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